Baby “Bargello” Quilt Pattern
Written by Donna Jordan for Jordan Fabrics

Finished Size: 38 x 46”

Fabric Requirements:
14 strips cut at 2 ½” WOF – a variety of prints in one color range
1/3 yard – Inner border cut 4 @ 2 1/2” WOF
½ yard – Outer border cut 4 @ 4” WOF
1/3 yard – Binding
1 1/2 yards – Backing
Using a ¼” seam allowance, sew all 14 strips along their long edges into a strip unit that measures about 28 ½” by 42/43” (WOF). Sew the long edges of the unit together to form a tube. Iron the tube flat. Put the tube onto a cutting mat, and using a rotary cutter and plastic ruler, cut into 4” segments (you will have 10 of them).

**Option A (Lilac version):** Snip the stitching out of one of the seams from the first tube, and open it up flat. Take the second tube and rotate it 1 ½ segments and cut that piece in half with scissors. Open it up flat. For row 3, rotate the tube 3 sections from row 1, and snip out the stitching. Continue snipping out stitch and cutting pieces in half for all 10 rows (please watch our YouTube Tutorial for a clear showing and explanation of this method).

To stitch the rows together, place row 2 on top of row 1 right sides together, about ¼” down from the top of row 1. Row 3 is the same length as row 1, which is ½” longer than row 2. Start stitching with row 3 ¼” inch above row 2. Continue on with the rest of the rows. Iron all seams to one side. Trim off the sides of the quilt with your rotary cutter so that your rows are straight.
**Option B (Blue/green version):** Snip the stitching out of one of the seams from the first tube, and open it up flat. For row 2, rotate the tube 1 position and take the stitching out, and open it up flat. For row 3, rotate 2 positions, and take the stitching out. Continue for all 10 rows. To stitch the rows together, match the intersections carefully and stitch the rows together.

Stitch on border 1 all the way around, then border 2 all the way around. Quilt, bind, and enjoy!

Make sure to watch our YouTube Video Tutorial for this project!
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Measure, Cut, & Sew along with Donna & Matt Jordan as they make beautiful quilts, pillows, table runners, and other fun sewing projects!
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